
Gallagher, Carol

Subject: FW: RE: Complaint: NRC, Regulations.gov inaccezssible, comments blocked

From: nikos [mailto:nikos27@earthlink.net]....... .<:. .•:

Sent: Monday, November 23, 2015 4:01 PM .. •u,.,:...
To: Gallagher, Carol..... .. :....- ;,
Subject: [External_Sender] RE: Complaint: NRC, Regulations~gov inaccezssible, comments -b!ocked J

To: Nuclear Regulatory Commission:
My comment for NRC-2015-0051, which lamn informed must be accompanied by the designation
NUREG-21 84:

I oppose designating Yucca Mountain as a nuclear waste repository. It is unsuitable for reasons
outlined by the Nuclear Information and Resource Service (NIRS) in 2014.

NIRS in 2014 outlined why Yucca Mountain would fail as a nuclear waste repository.
Yucca Mountain has much fractured rock, that would allow radioactive gases to escape and
radioactivity-contaminated water to flow out, fouling drinking water. Studies showed the site is not
suitable--but the federal agencies (EPA, DOE and NRC) in charge of the project relaxed or eliminated
health and safety rules rather than eliminating the site when it did not meet regulatory requirements.

In1998 Energy Secretary Bill Richardson refused to disqualify(I) Yucca Mountain from consideration
as a nuclear waste depository on the ground that it did not meet site recommendations in the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act, because
fractures in the rock would allow water to travel through the mountain far faster than the Guidelines
allowed. Eventually the guidelines were eliminated.

The petition to disqualify the site was cosigned by 218 other organizations.(2) Nonetheless eventually
the guidelines were eliminated. These organizations welcomed the action by President Obama to
take Yucca off the table in 2009

Also, because it was found impossible to contain gaseous emissions at Yucca, Congress passed the
Energy Policy Act of 1992 that directed EPA to write a less protective radiation standard for ,Yucca
Mountain.

European regulators estimated that Yucca's Carbon-14 emissions could cause as many as 25.000
excess cancer deaths worldwide over time.

N IRS, Public Citizen and allies joined the challenge of the site-specific standard in court and won a
decision that EPA has to consider doses all the way to 1 million years.

Moreover Yucca is not suitable for long-term storge because ithe inside is wet--water drips from
the ceiling, and the rock contains salt. The salty water would corrode the metal containers of
waste. Corroded containers would leak radioactive materials into the ground water of the nearby
Amerargosa Valle.•/ _ ,•i e--/•,..i/~~--3_2_



The fractured rock at Yucca shows that earthquakes have shaken the area. From 1976 to
1996 more than 660 earthquakes of more than 2.5 on he Richter Scale occurred within 50 miles of
Yucca. Yucca Mountain contains 33 known fault lines, and studies in he 1 990s for the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission found evidence of crustal expansion consistent with tectonic activity.

The NIRS report was written by Mary Olson, Nuclear Waste Specialist, in December 2014.

(1 )http://www. n irs. orql/radwaste/yucca/disq ualifyyuccapetitionf inal .htm

http~://www. nirs.orq/radwaste/yucca/disqualifyyuccaf inalletterwithsiqnatu res. htm

Submitted by:
John E. Nichols
P.O. Box 96
East Orleans, MA 02643

-...Original Message-...
From: "Gallagher, Carol"
Sent: Nov 23, 2015 2:58 PM
To: nikos
Subject: RE: Complaint: NRC, Regulations.gov inaccezssible, comments blocked

Mr. Nichols,

Please submit your comments on NRC-201 5-0057 and NRC-201 5-0051 directly to me by e-mail. I will
make sure they are docketed and provided to the appropriate individual.

Carol Gallagher
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